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Actor Jason Beghe made headlines this past week when the former Scientologist posted a video on YouTube denouncing the

religion as “destructive and a ripoff.” Beghe then gave a more in-depth interview to the Village Voice about his

dissatisfaction with the church of which he was a member for thirteen years. (A more extensive interview with Jason can be

seen in a series of video clips here.)

Few such high-profile Scientologists have ever broken so publicly with the controversial religion. The church has been

forced to bring out its top guns to respond to Beghe and contain the possible damage. And exclusively from Big News,

here’s the response from Scientology’s Top Gun: Tom Cruise!

Jason, Jason, Jason. How could you? Thirteen years, Jason. Thirteen years! You were an OT 5! That’s higher than Jenna
Elfman and Jason Lee. That’s higher than Giovanni Ribisi. You were tied with Travolta! You were tied with Travolta!!

You say that Scientology hasn’t delivered you what it promised. Jason, that’s ridiculous! Look at all the great acting roles
you got once you got clear. “Danny Blaines” in Chicago Hope. “Don” in four episodes of Family Law. Jason, you were

Matt’s closeted military lover in Melrose Place. You and he almost kissed!

You say you know people who are OT 8’s who are unhappy, who have migraines? That’s so glib, Jason. You’re so glib. I
mean, how can we KSW when all these SPs are fighting the OTs and the orgs? Jason, if you’re a PTS then LRH will be

PO’d! Maybe you should get some KFC PDQ and then R.O.C.K. in the U.S.A.!

Oh, and Jason, what was with that weird fake laughter you do near the end of the video? I mean, who laughs like that, huh?

Let me tell you something, Jason. This whole thing has really hurt. Really hurt. Not only did I have to get my thetan levels

checked, but this whole controversy almost ruined Suri’s birthday week. She turned two Friday! And I made her! With
Katie! By having sex!

Fortunately, Jason, your little tape did not ruin our celebration. In fact I’m going to see Katie and Suri right now, because

they are totally not in New York, and Katie and I are totally not having a trial separation. But before I sign off, Jason, let me
leave you with these words, to quote the great Kelly Preston: Scientology rocks! Why am I sure that Scientology rocks?

Because I did the research! I know!
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Watch Big News Episode 290: “Follow Up”
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Scientology: Jason Beghe Interview Tease

Ex-Scientologist, Actor Jason Beghe to Idol Chatter: ‘Scientology is Not …
TV actor Jason Beghe´s attack on Scientology + XenuTv is down

38 Replies

 Bill
Tuesday, April 22, 2008 at 8:42 am

Tom Cruise, Johgn Travolta, (the great) Kelly Preston, Jason Lee, Giovanni Ribisi, Jenna Elfman … idiots one and all!

1.

 Shortie the Walrus
Thursday, April 24, 2008 at 12:11 pm

“Who laughs like that?”

Rofl! Gee, I wonder who 

2.

 Name Not Important
Saturday, April 26, 2008 at 10:29 am

To-Whom-It-May-Concern:

I never, ever even heard of Jason Beghe until recently and I’m just now beginning to get to know just who he is. You

know, I’m not a Scientologist, and I don’t care who he is. I don’t care about Scientology. If Mr. Cruise wishes to be a
Scientologist, it doesn’t bother me none. If Mr. Beghe doesn’t wish to be a Scientologist anymore, that’s O.K. with me.

I don’t care. All I care about is Jesus Christ really. I’ve seen a number of movies Cruise was in, but I don’t know if

I’ve seen every single one of them. I don’t think Scientology is why he became famous though. I think he became
famous just because that’s the way things worked out. He probably became famous before he became a Scientologist,

didn’t he? But, I don’t wish to belittle Tom or Jason.

BTW, Tom, Happy Birthday to Suri!

Sincerely,

Chris

3.

 Shelley
Saturday, April 26, 2008 at 12:49 pm

I congratulate Jason Beghe for having the courage to stand against one of the most over-rated and multi-star populated

Cults known in the modern history of our planet.
When a group asks you to shed any trace of the person you have spent years in becoming in order to be “Clear”

enough to join thier cause then the Red Danger Flags should be waving at full mast! That is the danger of having the
media (actors and actresses, singers and ex-wives and daughters of singing legends) wrapped up tightly with their vows

to Scientology in their “Award Winning” little clicks. False prophets rein supreme while the worthy struggle just to try
and make ends meet. Just remember: When The One Great Scorer Writes Against Your Name, He Writes Not

Whether You Won Or Lost, But How You Played the Game.

4.

 Scientology student
Sunday, April 27, 2008 at 3:54 am

Dear, Tom and David.

Scientology is great, I love it. I love reading Hubbards books and materials.

Please, Tom and David and all you top-level Scientologists in the US, please read the book of Ethics over again. Start
at the beginning of Hubbards works. Put aside all the policy letters for a while, don’t mind the tech, just read the

5.
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Ethics.

Then, when you’ve read the book of ethics once more, deal with this question: “How do we handle media? How do we

handle our critics? With love or alienation?”

Hubbard didn’t want to waste his time and energy on critics and media, so why do you? Why did it all turn into a war?
Why do you have to have security personell protecting the Church and SeaOrg? Why has Scientology become so

alienated? Something “scary” and “secret”? How did it come to this, when the purpose of it is unconditional love and
freedom for all?

Scientologists aren’t perfect human beings, none of us have ever reached the infinite levels of OT, and thus can’t be
100% perfect. You are not perfect either, Tom and David. But you try, like the rest of us. Try being 100% perfect

workers for total freedom. DON’T YOU EVER DARE TO JUDGE ANYONE WHO FAILS. READ THE BOOK OF
ETHICS, AND I HOPE YOU WILL UNDERSTAND WHY.

Even though Hubbard talked about how he could, when stopped by a police, pull up a notebook and start asking the

policeoffiser some questions to make notes out of it, and how this would affect the situation, YOU HAVE TAKEN IT
TOO FAR!!!!!

I DON’T WANT TO BELIEVE THAT HE WANTED US TO SPEND TIME AND ENERGY ON INVESTIGATING

AND DIGGING UP DIRT ABOUT PEOPLE TO DISCREDIT THEM AS CRITICS!!! I DON’T WANT TO
BELIEVE THAT HUBBARD WAS THAT AFRAID, AND THAT HE WOULD WANT US TO BE RELIGIOUS

ASSHOLES. CAUSE WE ARE NOT!

Has it ever reached your mind that you, Tom as a celebrity spokesperson, and David as the responsible Chairman of
the Board, that you might actually discredit all the Scientologists that are pure in their hopes and dreams of a cleared

world? How can your fellow Scientologists be able to reach people with love and total freedom, as long as you are
keeping on alienating Scientology?

I love all the books I’ve read, I love all the Scientologists I know, I love everybody I meet in SeaOrg. They are working
so hard to make this work. Doing everything you tell them to, David, in the name of Lafayette. It’s time you start to

show some respect for their work. It’s time you stop telling them to “keep quiet”, while you still making it all worse
yourself. Maybe it’s time to make Tom be quiet for a while, and let John speak up a little more?

Maybe it’s time you start to find an answer to this:

How come a Scientologist after 13 years, reaching OT V, still doesn’t get it? How can an OT V find it all not working
for him? What kind of expectations did you feed him with?

Even though we have lived for billions of years, maybe it’s time to start focusing on today, instead of trying to

understand what might happened 16 billion years ago? Maybe the OT levels are focusing too little about actually being
an OT? Maybe it’s time you understand that being an OT is not about a number on a study level, but about how you

ARE?

If you take an illiterate, a person who can’t read, you can read loud to him from a book, and he will keep your words

in his memories, and read the book back to you. You can then declare him as someone who can read, but he is still an

illiterate.

You can pull a person up the Bridge to whatever OT level, while he is doing all you tell him to do, believeing

everything you say, but he might still not be an Operating Thetan, but an “illiterate” Thetan, if he doesn’t feel it
completely in his mind. And as long as he don’t dare to question anything written and said by Hubbard, because he is

afraid to be declared SP, if he live in fright of doing any single mistake that can declare him as SP, you are so far from
freedom and a cleared planet as you can get. And your yearly events with all that gold and glitter surrounding you, will

not help, David.

The best thing to do know, would be NOT to comment anything Jason says. It would be NOT to discredit him, neither
in public or within the Church. Scientology is about FREEDOM, so you have to let him keep his freedom, too, even

though you don’t like what he has to say.

If you, because of this, declare him an SP, I will declare myself an SP, too, and I will join the Freezoners to work with
Hubbards words in a humane way. You can declare who ever you want an SP, but it doesn’t really make him a

Supressive Person, does it? Just as you can declare a person as OT, but he is still not actually an Operating Thetan
more than anyone else.

Because YOU do not have the right to JUDGE people, David. Just because you are Chairman of the Board in RTC,
you don’t have that right as a fellow human being in this world. You don’t have the right to decide on behalf of all the

Scientologists of this world, who is SP and who is not.
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 My name is - - - -
Sunday, April 27, 2008 at 6:18 am

“Who laughs like that?”

Wow, Mr Cruise, methinks you need to go back and re-watch that fantastic video about $cientology that you starred
in. You laugh like that, my friend, you and others that’re mentally forcing themselves to believe they’re actually

believing what they’re saying, actually happy with what they’re doing: they are the people that laugh like that.

6.

 Some Joe
Sunday, April 27, 2008 at 9:09 am

Has anyone noticed that Scientology seems custonm made for US TV/Movie actors who must remove their own

conscience before doing the acting roles for the NY/Hollywood producers? Roles that are often mind control toward
the regular working citizens of the USA? Roles like what I think of when I think of Tom Cruise, the military violent /

happy roles? Outside of the military “superpower” USA, a country that puts trillions into debt and military and has
unequal distribution of quality of life, even for long time residents, outside of the USA, movie and tv actors do not

have to eliminate their own persons and conscience because art and tv and movies can be human and address human
concerns, instead of corporate-fascist play-acting.

7.

 Some Joe
Sunday, April 27, 2008 at 9:10 am

Has anyone noticed that Scientology seems custom made for US TV/Movie actors who must remove their own
conscience before doing the acting roles for the NY/Hollywood producers? Roles that are often mind control toward

the regular working citizens of the USA? Roles like what I think of when I think of Tom Cruise, the military violent /
happy roles? Outside of the military “superpower” USA, a country that puts trillions into debt and military and has

unequal distribution of quality of life, even for long time residents, outside of the USA, movie and tv actors do not
have to eliminate their own persons and conscience because art and tv and movies can be human and address human

concerns, instead of corporate-fascist play-acting.

8.

 a daughter in law of an auditor
Sunday, April 27, 2008 at 8:27 pm

My father in law is an auditor in Los Angeles and my brother in law is a scientologist also in Los Angeles,do I know

what other levels they are? No. Do I know what “letters” they are. No. My father in law never attended my wedding
or even met his grandaughter who is now almost 4 years old. I don’t know much about scientology except for what I

have personally experienced through them and of course the news. We can’t believe t.v. right? but what I have seen is
on the surface it appears to help with right and wrong and keeping people away from harmful substances. “On the

surface” that is. There are whackos in anything, christianity, scientology, anything, etc…but Jason’s experience IS HIS
EXPERIENCE and my experience with family members who are heavily involved with scientology is also MY

EXPERIENCE. I find my brother in law to be an extremely lonely individual, he has been for years. He has a hard
time with female relationships they never last and he rarely comes to visit his family on the east coast. He still smokes

and drinks and has spent countless hours in “courses” and in my opinion he speaks in code constantly. He is so far
removed from reality that it is frightening. He says everything about Jesus and churches is just “mystical”. Psycologists

are evil. From an outsider-you scientolgists are having more counseling and more therapy than anybody I have ever
seen in my life.(oh auditing, sorry) The scary part is your perception of true reality is completely gone. Tom Cruise,

you were my favorite actor for years. I adored you and so did all of my friends…”clearing the planet” does you no
good when the example you set is extremely odd. (from the world’s perspective, but I realize you aren’t even human

right?)Failed marriages and freaky behavior. What does that mean anyway-Katie and I had sex and I made Suri? You
talk like a crazy, brainwashed individual. I am sure you think I am an SP or whatever label or letter you all put on us

civilians. But, outside of scientology circles you appear nuts. It makes me sad because you were my favorite actor, but
not anymore.

9.

 Some gal
Monday, April 28, 2008 at 7:20 am

“What does that mean anyway-Katie and I had sex and I made Suri?” -daughter of an auditor

10.
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Er,you do realise this is a parody,right? That is NOT Cruise answering,but an author satiriz

ing Cruise’s desperate need to prove he is a happy heterosexual reaping the benefits of COS tech.Several other people
here have taken the piece literally,too.Maybe you need more irony in your diet.:-)

(I might add I’m glad Jason got out of the nightmare that is COS,and send my sympathies to ‘daughter of an auditor
‘who,despite my above admonishment,provided valuable insight into how the COS strains family relations.)

 Dee
Tuesday, April 29, 2008 at 9:21 am

I really think this so called religion… or cult is a crock of shit!! I really lost alot of respect for those in this “cult” (ie.
Madonna, Tom Cruise, Jason Lee) and others when I found out what Scietology really is and found out these people

were part of it! And poor Katie Holmes… she used to be a sweet all american girl and now she is under some spell by
the cult and her husband who is such a fake, demeaning piece of shit! I hope for her sake and for her daughters sake

she gets the hell out before the leaders make them all pull a mass suicide like other cults have been known to do.

With that.. God Bless!!

~Dee~

11.

 ANONYMOUS
Tuesday, April 29, 2008 at 11:48 am

What is done cannot be undone. The truth is now on the lips of everyone who values freedom in the world. You can

no longer hide behind the mask of a faux religion like you have done for so long.

Your fair game policy, that you deny, will not save you. The entire world is now watching, waiting for your next

mistake. Prepared to strike down upon you much like a viper ending the life of a disgusting rat.

To all Anonymous and other individuals wishing to join the protests worldwide on the tenth remember to follow the
rules stated by my fellows. Be civil, be strong. Respect the laws of your individual communities and remember to

record your actions and protect yourselves and your identities from the Church of Scientology members. Be respectful
to the law enforcement in your area who will undoubtably be present during the demonstrations. Be smart, be safe,

spread the word, and reap the epic win that is freedom.

KNOWLEDGE IS FREE

WE ARE LEGION

WE DO NOT FORGIVE

WE DO NOT FORGET

UNITED AS ONE

DIVIDED BY ZERO

SOON YOU WILL KNOW US

FOR WE ARE THE VOICES OF THE WORLD AROUND YOU

EXPECT US

12.

 Tina
Wednesday, April 30, 2008 at 10:48 am

Following a religion spawned by a science fiction author. Hello - Hubbard wrote F I C T I O N !!! Its hard to believe
that people with average intelligence cannot distinguish fiction from reality. Alas, this would ultimately mean that

Scientologists DO NOT possess average intelligence.
Case in point: Tom Cruise.

13.
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 Steve
Wednesday, April 30, 2008 at 10:13 pm

I think it’s a great thing that Beghe got out. It’s a HUGE change in life, and i believe without a doubt, it is one for the

better.
I didn’t even know who Jason was until his coming out. But because of the inspiration that came with him leaving, it’ll

be hard to forget him. Now whenever he’ll be in movies, I know i’ll be attracted to those movies more. I hope to show
that even though i’m only one person and i don’t even know Jason, that i’ll be behind him on a lot of his work. Not

that i need to, it’s just reinforcement in case he feels life could get worse when it can only get better from here.
That is of course if he ever reads this.

Good job Jay. I got out myself from a different cult. You’re going to see so many good people out there regardless of
what group they are with.

14.

 gluvox
Thursday, May 1, 2008 at 12:14 am

Is this a Scientology support group? You guys know this is a comedy site, don’t you?

15.

 Gnosis
Thursday, May 1, 2008 at 2:45 pm

I was in Scientology for 9 years and I loved my scientologist friends. They are generally people who really want to

help, much like Jason Beghe. Yes, the family relationships go by the wayside as one gets more and more drawn into
the “Serious Business” of Clearing the Planet. I think some individuals in the Illuminati want to “Clear the Planet” too,

but not in a good way. Pretty soon Cof$ is going to get just as “serious” as these illuminati guys, just as fascist, if they
have not already reached that point with their fascist ethics and sec-checks and Fairgame nasty spy tricks.

As I would like to tell all my friends who are still hooked into the CofS, keep giving them your money, your time, your
effort and see what it really gets you. Sooner or later you will get shaken out of that tree that is rotten at the core.

16.

 michael
Friday, May 2, 2008 at 6:11 pm

Tom Cruise has lost his…M-I-N-D! God is PO’d…and he and all of his Scientology guru’s will be going to H-E-L-
L…where XENU is waiting for T-H-E-M!! LOL!! God bless!!

17.

 Christy
Friday, May 9, 2008 at 12:39 pm

Really wanting to laugh at the people who took this seriously but I just can’t. There’s nothing funny about this evil
cult.

18.

 Anonymous
Tuesday, May 13, 2008 at 4:06 am

And “those who canno’t be named under rules 1 and 2″ read this, and they LULZ!

19.

 Anonymous
Tuesday, May 13, 2008 at 4:07 am

Here’s a protip:

Anonymous as you Scientology protestors know it, isn’t Anonymous. You are referred to as Anonymous 2.0.

20.
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 Hard to believe this story
Thursday, May 29, 2008 at 2:18 pm

I was speaking to a friend and found out he used to be a scientologist. I am always curious other religions so I asked

some questions and it seemed so far fetched as a concept. So he gave me some websites I have read and it they even
seemed more far fetched.. After reading them, I just thought it would make a great fictional movie. The whole fair

game thing in effort to silence critics scares me. What about the whole constitutional right to free speech.

“Can’t we all just get along”

21.

 Steph
Friday, June 6, 2008 at 6:27 am

Unfortunetaly Scientology fell in the hands of the wrong people.
Hubbard has great works and also not so great works.

He deserve some credit as to the creation of the ARC.
Simple things to help our daily lives.

I think he lost as he went higher and higher.
The fact that ended up in the hands of Hollywood people is

the same as when the bible ended up in the hands of the Catlhic Church.
But I strongly agree with Jason. The answers are within you..you, you and you…

Dig it up deep(takes time and effort) and you will find it.
To me who is on the ball is David Wilcock….

22.

 Angel Diaz
Wednesday, June 18, 2008 at 12:29 pm

So, I love you, Shelley! You’re such a brave soul and I love your stance! I don’t like all this entheta crud, though,
either but that doesn’t mean I don’t question everything. L Ron Hubbard has freed me up in such a way that I can

realize its ok to question anything… even Scientology! Thats the original message but I think we should be careful
here… Not because there is anything to fear or live in fear from because thats just an anti-social or a terrible case that

desperately needs auditing! No, I think we should be careful because this whole thing is about saving mankind and
restoring sanity and the rights of men! I want to know the truth just like anyone else but I don’t want it to be half truths

or selective truths that kill my case gain just because someone simply doesn’t “get it”!

23.

 Angel Diaz
Wednesday, June 18, 2008 at 12:33 pm

Oh, I didn’t mean Shelly, I meant the student before her…

24.

 gluvox
Wednesday, June 18, 2008 at 3:14 pm

So do you guys have any opinions on, I don’t know, the news of the week? You know, the thing this website is based
on? THE WEEK’S NEWS?

25.

 Anon
Monday, July 7, 2008 at 1:07 pm

“Scientology student”

sounds like someone is butthurt.
BAAAWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW!!!!!!!!

26.
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 James
Tuesday, July 29, 2008 at 4:03 am

Man, how can people who say they research this crap get into it? Look up Hubbard on wiki, he was married 3 times, a

severe, severe drug addict, admitted that the best way to make money is to create a religion and wrote science fiction
for years. Google Clambake. There you have all the so called secrets you pay huge money for revealed. My God, how

the hell can anyone believe this crap? Read it! Then to charge the poor people 100’s of thousands of dollars…this is
not how any “church” should work…shaking down prople for huge MONEY. This is so plain and simple if you do the

research. Tom, come on, you don’t actually believe this crazy space opera…at some point don’t you question
anything? If ANYONE is considering this cult, please do not join!! Better to start by going to your local Baptist Pastor

(or other Christian Church). There’s nowhere near as much written about Julias Ceaser as there was about Jesus
Christ, yet most people have no problem admitting Julias was real. Do you research on Jesus Christ!!Hubbard was a

huge drug addict, very abusive to his first 2 wives, a science fiction writer who is quoted as saying the best way to
make money is to invent a religion. People, if you must choose something to find yourself, save yourselves and read

your bible, join your local church and believe me please that when you learn to walk with the lord, he will bring you
happiness, not this crazy, crazy money mad machine built by a drug additced science fiction writer. Please go to the

clambake website to find out what they believe after paying 100’s of thousands of dollars It’s absolutely mind
boggling. Scientology is wicked! I feel so sorry for those people, and they will be in my prayers.

27.

 Alien-ated.
Tuesday, August 5, 2008 at 5:17 pm

Where to begin. First of all. I have no family left because of COS. My mother and father will never know their
grandchildren, not by my choice, but because they are not allowed to. I havent spoken to her going on 7 years. I am

twenty-seven years old. I have pretty much accepted the fact that she will never be in my life ever again. Which is
very painfull. VERY PAINFUL.

28.

 Bugsy
Monday, November 3, 2008 at 2:30 am

Holy God in Heaven,

I can not believe how idiotic this planet has become. If one thing is for sure it’s that Darwins theory of “survival of the

fittest” was a crock because clearly stupidity has prevailed. For all of those people out there who TRULY believe that
Scientology works, WHAT THE HELL IS WRONG WITH YOU?! You would think that somewhere along the lines

that all of you (short of people with an IQ below 60) would realize how insanely idiotic this so-called religion is. L.

Ron Hubbard was a science fiction writer who became the originator of Scientology…FIRST CLUE! Secondly…these
people charge thousands upon thousands of dollars to help you get to “clear” which according to FACTUAL data

hasn’t been perfected yet and most likely never will be…SECOND CLUE! But go ahead, spend all this money to try
and find your true self so you can beat back those evil spirits haunting your souls because Xenu, the dictator of the

Galactic Confederacy killed his own people on earth with hydrogen bombs over 75 million years ago (what
Scientologists actually believe and have revealed to them when they reach OT III) As for Tom Cruise…wow, you

can’t possibly go any further beyond stupidity. He is the prime example of how much of a farce this religion truly is. I
could go on for hours upon hours about how ignorant you people are who truly believe in this sad excuse for a religion,

but let’s shrink it down to just a few key points other than the ones previously stated.

1. You believe you can save the entire universe by convincing people that they are screwed up and need to pay

thousands of dollars to better themselves, yet you cannot give one legitimate reason as to how it actually works.

2. You claim it is all about data and research when your so-called originator was a KNOWN science fiction writer who
may have not even came up with the entire idea himself for this religion.

3. And this is a big one…how can you sell true happiness? How does charging a fool thousands upon thousands of

dollars for set-checks (which is basically discovering your crimes that block you from achieving clear) make you an
organization worthy of saving the world? If that doesn’t sound like a scam than I don’t know what the hell is.

In closing…open your damn eyes people. Scientology is a crock and I hope someone tries arguing against that

statement, because as soon as you open your mouth to protest it you are proving that you are no more intelligent than
an infant. Read a book (a real book) and pray that one day someone will knock you so hard against your head that

you’ll WAKE UP! I stand firmly with the statement that “you can’t fix stupid” but at least you can suppress it. As for

29.
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L. Ron Hubbard, I hope he rots in hell. Peace and Love to all.

 Who cares
Monday, December 1, 2008 at 1:03 am

Why is Tom the only truly vocal Scientologist? What happened to John Travolta’s voice? Or is Mr. Travolta shy about
his own beliefs? lol It seems to me he doesnt want to be plagued with a career meltdown like his colleagues.

30.

 Ron L. Droid
Saturday, December 13, 2008 at 9:16 pm

I have enjoyed reading people’s comments, on BOTH sides of the fence. I am one of the few who got the benefits of
the Scientology technology without EVER being a member of the church itself.

The majority of the tech (until you get to the Xenu story) is rather sound. Unfortunately, it is applying the technology
within the confines of the Cof$ that turns it psychotic. By Ron Hubbard’s own Tone Scale (see the book Science of

Survival), the church organizations are almost ALL PSYCHOTIC.
The best thing that could have happened to Scientology was it’s takeover by David Miscarriage and his minions. The

result of that is that the BEST of the BEST are no longer members of Cof$. They are either in the Freezone movement
and/or on a lengthy sabbatical to put their lives back together after the abuses inside the church.

There is tech available in the Freezone that is no longer available in the Cof$. You don’t believe me? Then tell me

what happened to the ORIGINAL OT-IV through OT-VII levels? They have not been available for 30 years now.
Those are the TRUE OT levels. However the only place they can be had is in the Freezone.

Most Freezone Scientologists (altho heavily bunged up by the Cof$) are good people helping the people the way it

should be done.

So, instead of condemning David Miscarriage, we should thank him profusely for making the Freezone become a

reality. Without his psychotic insanity, we would not have the Freezone.

Its something to thingk about.

Ron L. Droid

(The “L” stands for “Lucky S.O.B. that I never joined”, not Lafayette.)

31.

 Mike
Sunday, December 21, 2008 at 10:10 pm

Amazing videos. Thank you so much for sharing your experience. It’s sad that these people, will pay $50,000 per class
just to make them selves feel better. As Jason said, Scientology will take a hell of a long time to clean up the world

with these prices.. Point is that they are not cleaning up the world but they are making money. Finding unhappy and
lost people and trying to make them feel better or as they say “find them selves”… All I can say if people are willing

to pay for this scam then they deserve to be scammed, same as those pyramid scams… It’s stupid to throw so much
money on this so called believe but I guess thats up to those people that are throwing their money.

32.

 sandy
Tuesday, January 6, 2009 at 1:44 pm

I bet 99% of the actors who are scientoligst also vote for the corrupt Obama. They have no conciense, they think they
are better than the average Americanm just because they have money. Well when God decides to end it all, they will

most likely be seen in God’s eyes much less then the common people with values, unlike them.
I have not seen a movie in 25 years. These morons are not worth the the time of day.

33.

 Vinnie Barbarino
Wednesday, January 7, 2009 at 7:43 pm

I’m so glad to hear that the biggest glory hound of all , Oprah ,came out to offer her support to me after my dear child

34.
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has passed just a few short weeks after I took him off his meds.This expensive,exclusive cult is great! I met a young

man,who happens to be a photographer, and thought “Hey,what a perfect person to care for my sick and ailing
son,who has seizures”,since I met him thru the church.Some people say they’d use their 747 , if they could afford

one,to fly to the ends of the earth ,searching for medical cures for their son,but not me.I found truth and happiness in a
religion created by a Sci-Fi writer. I did find it unusual , however , that the cult is almost bankrupt. I did also find it a

bit unusual when I read that L. Ron declared a while back that the best way to make become rich quickly woul dbe to

start a religion. “Wuh?”-my sons suffering from a seizure?”Where?”-in the hotel room I left him in ,despite having it
well known I “took him everywhere”,despite the fact I left him in the hotel room with in adequate care.Here’s the real

shocker,are you ready for this?-Once I saw him on the floor, I “snapped out of it” and tried to give him CPR.Oh,don’t
worry, it didn’t last long, I lost my mind again , and am at home right now….I guess the eeriest way to get your family

happy and healty is to thin the herd,eh ?…. “Wuh?”

 Awake4ever
Thursday, January 8, 2009 at 1:30 am

It is truly sad and scary to see how brainwashed they really have all of them. They are trapped in insanity because of

the cult and they are being told that they really aren’t and everyone else is the enemy. Now that he left other people
are throwing out bs disloyalty crap at him.

35.

 no b.s
Thursday, January 8, 2009 at 4:47 am

i think tom is takin the piss out of jason by mentioning all the small roles he played in movies and drama. listenin to the

jason interview he seems to be a cool intelligent person.

36.

 Kate
Friday, January 16, 2009 at 7:28 pm

Wow, this is sooo fake. I am sure some dude from the cult did this.

37.

 Brian
Saturday, January 31, 2009 at 1:16 pm

Tom “Fuckrag” Cruise seriously needs to get a new speech writer!

38.
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